Max and the
Secret Chocolate Menu
Legend has it that high
above the ridge of dark
chocolate mountains, far
beyond the white ﬂuﬀy
sugar cotton clouds, and a
full dayʼs journey in the
galaxyʼs fastest spaceship, is
the Kingdom of Chocolate.
For more than 200 years, the
kingdom has been ruled by
a child-king who has
never grown up.

Yummy Food

Your choice 9.00

The King of Chocolateʼs Crispy Mac & Cheese
served with a pool of tomato sauce
Escaping Pasta Robes and a self-vanishing potion of tomato sauce
The Bucket Mess Chicken Fingers with french fries, gold honey mustard
and ketchup paint
Two Little Mouth Cheeseburgers in a ceramic spaceship
Flying saucer french fries and ketchup paint
The Palaceʼs Smiling Pizza made from lots of cheese and our secret tomato
sauce. Make a face with your own tomato sauce and edible decorations

Too Sweet To Be True
Melting Marshmallow Crêpe with gummy bears from the Sweet Forest,
milk chocolate canyon chunks, a mountain of vanilla ice cream and warm
chocolate falls 7.95
Chocolate Pizza with melted milk and white chocolate meteors and an
ice cream snow ball (Optional: melting campﬁre marshmallows) 7.50
Huge Chocolate Shot ﬁlled with a chocolate potion you can squirt directly
into your mouth. Maxʼs Chocolate Kingdom is the only place in the world
where this is permitted! 5.00
Sugar Star Landscape Waﬄe with melted chocolate asteroids, vanilla
ice cream clouds and a warm milk chocolate ﬂood 7.50
Snowy Vanilla I-Scream Bar in a lake of melted chocolate with chocolate
waﬄe rocks 6.50
Maxʼs Palace Famous Chocolate Mess Party (for 2 children) Warm chocolate
mud cake in a chocolate swimming pool, whipped cream mountains, ice cream
bowling balls, chocolate rocks and toﬀee sauce from candy bees. Served with
jungle bananas or strawberries from the rainbow ﬁelds 11.75 / 12.75

Ultimate Treat
Special deal for the Royal Kids of the Chocolate Kingdom: one choice from the
“Yummy Food” or “Too Sweet To Be True” served with a magical hot
chocolate potion (Famous Chocolate Mess Party not included) 12.95

Hot Chocolate Cold Chocolate
Potions
Potions
Your choice 5.25

Clown Hot Milk Chocolate that leaves
you with a chocolate mustache
Hot Milk Chocolate with white
marshmallow pillow ﬂoats
Do-It-Yourself Hot Chocolate with
hard lava chocolate chunks and
volcano milk lava. Drink it straight
from the Chocolate Princeʼs royal
silver straw

Your choice 6.25

Peanut Butter and Chocolate
Milkshake* King Maxʼs treat for
children only!
Cookieshake King Maxʼs white
chocolate and Oreo® cookies
superpower shake
Milky Way Shake made from the pure
milk chocolate river
Kids Shaken Chocolate Milk crafted
from ice cold milk chocolate dreams

The Grand Palace Breakfast
Available for breakfast only
Waﬄe Trampoline Nets with bouncing strawberries, clouds of cream and
raindrops of chocolate 8.50
Chocolate Pancakes with lots of Chocolate and more Chocolate with
jungle bananas, chocolate syrup and cosmic confetti 8.50

*Contains nuts
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